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Q: Are these self-masturbators then masturbating every day?
El Morya was not masturbating. What it is that he monitors
the people he is torturing. So let us say it is some horror such
as a shack raping of xLanello. He will go there and watch the
“violent pornography” and get goose bumps.
(Suern is pronounced “swear-en”. Suernis is
pronounced “swear-knees).
RAI OF SUERN: That “chill up the spine” is the sexual energy
that is daily. It is looking a the horror and getting the chills up
the spine that is the sexual energy in motion that is a daily fix
that is the self-masturbation.
He would set up conditions of torture as Nancy will
explain.
Nancy of Oregon: Say a person is now asked to leave staff
“before sundown” which as standard policy. Say a person has
the agony of not having a dating policy on staff and is not
being able to work with this condition in sexual confusion or
their “acting out”. He would then go and find where this
person is and get his “goose bumps” daily from the “staff
disciplines.”

RAI OF SUERN: No. He studied the violent pornography
magazines and did have the thrills from watching torture but he
was a mass murderer.
Q: So are they are masturbating while they watch victims die
as the police describe?
RAI OF SUERN: Not El Morya or Maitreya. They were not as
the mass murderers seeking to kill someone. They only wanted
to see the horror of torture.
MOTHER MARY: His idea of “staff discipline was to use the
whip. Lash them 50 times under Islamic law, that was to him
the only realistic law. It is however what made them either
insane or evil. The other heinous evil was to have someone
having sexual entry 50 days in a row. Altogether this Islamic
torture was with 9 women. Although this caused insanity in 2
people who went to an insane asylum, the others filled out their
police reports and left the Teachings.
Q: Why was Elizabeth and the staff going along with this?
RAI OF SUERN: They would otherwise be punished by Mark
Prophet who was in physical embodiedment. It would be the
50 lashings and the other 50 entry Islamic torture.
What he did was to set up the conditions through
Elizabeth Prophet that they would break the code of conduct
and then need to be punished.
RAI OF SUERN: He insisted that the Islamic law on caning
and 50 lashings was superior and that began his second death
trial.

Q: Did Ted Bundy who killed a mass of women have this
hatred of the mother?

MOTHER MARY: At the second death trial, he said that 50
entries was necessary, 75 would cause insanity and 14 sexual
entries makes a woman rebellious.
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RAI OF SUERN: He then would pursue and pursue this
number of 50 entries until he had the woman raped 50 times!
Even after her having a killabortion.
Even after the person had left the property.
No, he would send thugs to complete the job of the 50
rapings. And he would only be satisfied to see the 50 number
completed as “his duty and honor”.

the Christian Church for his not needing anyone have this fate,
of going to the second death for daily masturbation?

Might I add that there is no entreaty of these two, El
Morya and Maitreya, to change. What they do is selfmasturbation, they have no need of anyone else telling them
what to do.

Q: How do you precipitate food?

RAI OF SUERN: Yes.
_________________

Typist: The question will not be answered. But the use of the
Violet Flame or the Seventh Ray is explained in this way, that if
you were to look at the Cosmic Clock, you see that before you
get to the new cycle at the 12:00, you must disintegrate the old
cycle at the 11:00.
MOTHER MARY: And the disintegration process begins much
earlier. However at the Summit Lighthouse, the Violet Flame
was called “transmutation.”

RAI OF SUERN: He had 2 embodiedments following the
Emperor Akbar of the Moghal Empire in the Persia area
reincarnating as an Islamic. In one of those embodiedments, he
did whip his mother as a 9-year old although that is not the
cause of his second death, he was following custom in that
region.
Q: I was masturbated by the department head and then this
daily masturbation continued over the decades.
RAI OF SUERN: It is something where these 2 affected
would be going to the second death for the self-masturbation.

Nancy of Oregon: The Violet Flame is the 7th Ray.
ANDREA of Chicago: You master the Seven Rays personally
on the spinal altar and in the world of mastery.
RAI OF SUERN: Perhaps it could be answered in this way
that you understand then. That for the lack of attention to the
altar and the holy rituals of the altar, you do not precipitate
food.
MOTHER MARY: Moshe precipitated food. Jesus fasted for
40 days. It is doable when you have reached a level of mastery
on the precipitation ray or the 5th Ray.

Q: What Nostredame said was that sharks do not need to
procreate as the other mammals, they have both gametes in
their bodies. Outside of this Church, would self-masturbators
such as the Masturbation Club that was started by someone in

Moshe: The question is not meant to not be answered. But
these are natural experiences of the altar. Fasting from voice
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and speech is also a part of this work, that many of you have
not yet begun. To not speak for a year.
RAI OF SUERN: The not speaking for a year is a natural
progression in steps on the Path. And these are not necessarily
required of any of you except that you understand that much of
this was written down in the Bible by Moshe and Jesus.
Then there is the Phylos experience of sequestering
yourself on a ship at sea to learn the Bible…
On and on.
These are natural steps over many long centuries for
you to take as steps on the Path.
Then it is that you understand that the altar is where
you learn these sciences.
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